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In recent past, Internet of,ings- (IoT-) based applications have experienced tremendous growth in various domains, and billions
of devices are expected to be connected to the Internet in near future.,e first step for development of IoT-based applications is to
virtualize the physical devices by abstracting device properties in virtual objects. Later, these virtual objects can be combined to
compose different services for diverse applications. Many existing systems provide virtualization service for physical devices and
service composition. But, with the growth of the network, when too many devices and services are added in the IoT network, its
management will become a cumbersome task. ,is paper presents an architecture of IoTservices and virtual objects management
in hyperconnected things network to facilitate the management tasks. We also have implemented a Service and Virtual Objects
Management (SVOM) system prototype to effectively organize and monitor the physical devices through corresponding virtual
objects and services composed in the IoT environment. ,e proposed system also provides interface for user interaction to
perform supported control operations on selected device and check device operational and fault status. For scalability analysis of
the proposed system, we have performed simulation in the OMNeT++ simulator to study impact of the IoTnetwork size on key
performance measures like response time, throughput, and packet delivery ratio. Simulation results reveal that with the growing
network size, the gateway nodes become the performance bottleneck. We have also performed resources requirement analysis for
virtual objects and control overhead analysis of the proposed management system. Simulation results reveal that control overhead
is insignificant in normal scenarios; however, in extreme network conditions, we may have to sacrifice fewer bits which is, in fact,
worth nothing when compared to the flexibility and control offered by the proposed management system.

1. Introduction

Recent developments in communication technologies have
enabled the small computing devices to communicate and share
information anytime, anywhere. Majority of the conducted and
ongoing research is centered around the same objective, that is,
to enable seamless usage of computing devices in daily life. ,is
is made possible by integration of many underlying enabling
technologies including Internet, tiny devices, sensors, and
operating system, protocols, and interoperability standards.
Still, there are many open challenges and opportunities, in-
viting research attention for investigation and exploitation; for
example, the recently coined term Internet of,ings (IoT) has
opened a new avenue for research and development in many
different fields [1]. IoT is mainly focused on connectivity of

things (daily life objects with attached sensors or actuators)
to the Internet so that users can remotely monitor and control
a particular activity or device.

Internet of ,ings (IoT) is designed to attach a small
communicating device with everything that we want to
monitor or control using the Internet.,e IoTdevice may be
a sensing device that collects some desired information, or it
can be an actuating device that can accept commands to
perform some desired tasks. IoT devices have limited
communication, computation, and battery power, so spe-
cialized lightweight protocols are designed for efficient re-
source utilization and communication over the Internet, for
example, CoAP protocol [2]. IoT Systems have tremendous
capabilities and applications [3]. In the recent past, many
giant manufacturing and development organizations have
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made investment in this technology to realize its potential.
Many projects are initiated to address different aspects of
IoT-based systems.

,e development of IoT composition tools is one of the
key areas of research to enable mass participation in re-
alization of the IoT vision [4]. ,e objective is to enable
a common user to utilize IoT-based system in order to
achieve his/her desired task without any programming skills.
,ese systems will also enable managers and designers to use
the system on their own without bothering IoT experts to
achieve some tasks. Many Do-It-Yourself (DIY) IoTprojects
are initiated in this connection to develop IoT composition
toolboxes using standard business process modeling (BPM)
notations. ,e user of this system is expected to be aware of
the BPM notation and will only require slight training to
utilize the system in his/her domain.

Many existing systems provide virtualization service for
physical devices by creating its virtual object (VO). Later, VOs
are combined to compose services which can be used to build
various applications [5]. Figure 1 is a typical illustration of
physical world observation and control through the virtual
world in the IoTenvironment. Virtual world is also known as
cyberworld, and the complete system is then referred as
cyberphysical system (CPS).,is strategy works fine when the
system has limited number of registered devices and services,
but when the system grows and too many virtual objects are
added, devices management becomes a cumbersome task.
Similarly, when too many services are composed, services
management will be a challenging task. To resolve this issue,
we propose “Services and Virtual ObjectsManagement (SVOM)”
system as a solution.,emain objective of our proposed system
is to effectively organize the service and virtual objects to facilitate
the management task. Furthermore, we have performed simu-
lation of the proposed system in OMNeT++ for scalability
analysis to study the impact of the IoT network size on key
performance measures like response time, throughput, and
packet delivery ratio. We have also conducted experiments
for the analysis of resources requirement and control over-
head generated by the proposed system.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents an overview of some related works in the literature.
Detailed description of the proposed system design and

functionality is covered in Section 3. System implementation
prototype is presented in Section 4. Scalability analysis of the
proposed system is performed via simulation in OMNeT++,
and simulation results are presented in Section 5. Towards
the end, we conclude this paper in Section 6 with an outlook
to our future work.

2. Related Work

Since inception, IoT has attracted too much research at-
tention, and it is considered among the future disruptive
technologies having the potential to transform every aspect
of human life. Various IoT-based applications are developed
for building smart environment in home, cities, health,
education, security, entertainment, and industry. To enable
rapid application development, several standard platforms
are introduced. Philips company, known for its home ap-
pliances manufacturing, has introduced an IoTmanagement
platform for their products called Philips Hue which allows
the users to easily connect home appliances to the Internet
[6] for remote monitoring and control, thus realizing the
concept of smart homes. ,e IoT.est project is an effort
towards building intelligent IoT-based solution using se-
mantic technologies to support interoperability among
distributed and diverse sources [7]. ,ey have developed
a test bed for the IoTservice creation and validation through
several use cases. Both Philips Hue and IoT.est are focused
on realization of IoT and do not consider management and
scalability issues. Management functionality is given due
consideration in the IoT architecture reference model (IoT-
ARM) [8]. ,e functional model for IoT as proposed in the
IoT-A project includes management functionality group
having five components, that is, configuration, fault, reporting,
member, and state. In this paper, we are focused on fault and
configuration management in hyperconnected IoT systems
with too many virtual objects and services.

Finding a suitable service required for a particular ap-
plication development over Internet is a challenging task.
Normally, a dynamic service discovery option does not
satisfy the complex user requirements for exceeding number
of requests. Reference [9] presents an idea of on-demand
service creation by combining existing services to meet
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Figure 1: Physical world observation and control through virtual world in the IoT environment.
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complex user needs using visual and interactive interface.
User-desired objective is decomposed into subgoals, and the
attempt is made to satisfy each subgoal in an iterative fashion.
In [10], the authors present a semiautomatic mechanism for
service filtering using semantic ontology. ,eir proposed
system consists of two key components, composer and in-
ference engine. ,e inference engine helps in the selection of
best matching service by performing service filtering which is
then connected by the composer component to produce
desired service. A similar system is reported in [11] for au-
tomatic service composition. Intelligent solutions based on AI
algorithms are also explored for automatic service composition
in [12]. A framework for IoTobjects naming and management
is proposed in [13], based on the IoT-IMS platform. However,
theirmain focus is on addressing the issue due to lack of proper
rules or specification for naming things.

Device management, diagnostics, and fault recovery
capabilities are considered among the core requirements in
standards developed for IoT technologies. For instance, the
most popular standard developed by Open Connectivity
Foundation (OCF) defines guidelines for device manage-
ment, diagnostic, and maintenance through two OIC core
resources /oic/mon and /oic/mnt that shall be supported by
all devices [14]. ,e monitoring resource (/oic/mon) is used
for collection of device statistics, for example, packets sent,
packets received, last operation time, and so on. ,is
maintenance resource (/oic/mnt) has two important prop-
erties: (a) factory reset “fr” is used to update the device
configuration to its original (default) state (factory state and
equivalent to hard reboot), and (b) reboot “rb” triggers a soft
reboot of a device while maintaining most of the configu-
rations intact. Figure 2 shows typical interaction between
OIC client and server for device management operation.,e
OCF is also sponsoring an open source project IoTivity to
provide reference implementation for OCF technical spec-
ifications [15]. Likewise, oneM2M is a global organization
that aims at the development of functional architecture, API
specifications, security solution with interoperability for
M2M communication, and IoT technologies. ,e oneM2M
standard architecture defines three main entities, that is,
common service entity, network service entity, and appli-
cation entity [16]. ,e common service entity has two main
components, that is, common service functions (CSFs) and

enabler functions (EFs). CSF includes Device Management
among core components to utilize the information for ad-
ministrative purposes, that is, diagnostic and troubleshooting.
,e oneM2M specifies four key functions for device man-
agement, that is, device diagnostic and monitoring function
(DDMF), device configuration function (DCF), device firmware
management function (DFMF), and device topology manage-
ment functions (DTMFs). Similarly, ITU-Talso considers device
management, diagnostic, and fault recovery capabilities among
the common service and application support functions [17].

Recently, Do-It-Yourself- (DIY-) based projects are initi-
ated in many fields to enable mass involvement and promote
rapid development without requiring any special training.
Arduino [18], Intel Edison [19], and Raspberry Pi [20] boards
are very popular for customized hardware-based application
development but users need to learn their respective pro-
gramming languages in order to build and execute applications
using these boards. ,us, only programmers can benefit from
it. ,e SAM project by the Kickstarter [21] company is a useful
initiative towards DIY-based development for normal users to
build applications for fun and help students in learning basics
of electronics through demonstration. Reference [22] presents
an improved DIY-based service composition toolbox using
the CoAP protocol.,ey have developed a visual interface for
composition of services by combining registered virtual objects
using drag and drop operations.

Many IoTprojects and research contributions are geared
towards prototypes development, protocols, standards, and
process automation.,is work is an extension of [22], and our
proposed system is an effort to address scalability and man-
agement issues in the future IoTworld with anticipated growth
and hyperconnectivity.

3. Proposed Management System for IoT
Service and Virtual Objects

,e conceptual layering structure of the proposed man-
agement system for IoTservice and virtual objects is given in
Figure 3. ,ere are four main layers: physical layer, virtual
object layer, service composition layer, and management
layer. Brief description of each layer is given below.

Physical Layer is mainly composed of two types of de-
vices: (a) sensors are electronic and/or electromechanical

Admin device
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(OIC server)

GET (oic/res)

Response (list {res uri, rt, if})

Response (contents)

GET (oic/mon)
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operation

Device monitoring
operation
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Figure 2: Typical interaction between OIC client and server for device management operation.
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devices which acquire data from their surroundings; (b)
actuators are used to control the contextual parameters
through their actuation. In the figure, things represent both
set of sensing and actuating things.

,e Virtual Object Layer represents the physical layer
things in the form of virtual objects (VOs). VOs are the in-
system representation of a thing at the physical layer which
encapsulates the information associated with a physical
thing.,rough VOmanipulation, users can interact with the
system environment. We have developed a virtual device
manager (VDM) application to create corresponding virtual
objects for each physical device in our system. ,e virtual
objects at the virtual object layer are utilized by the Service
Composition Layer in order to compose service objects (SOs)
by combining the functionality offered by two or more
virtual objects. A simple SO may thus contain an input VO
joined with an output stream to display the collected data. A
more complex example of a service object would be to join
a temperature sensor VOwith a fan VOwith the settings that
when the temperature value exceeds x degrees Celsius, the
fan shall be turned ON. ,e acquisition of the temperature
value and the actuation of the fan depend on the func-
tionality encapsulated in their corresponding VOs. ,e
Specialized Service Composition Manger (SCM) application
is used to perform tasks of this layer.

An IoTsystemhaving these three basic layers (i.e., physical,
virtualization, and service composition) will work fine when
the system has a limited number of registered devices and
services. But, when the system grows and too many virtual
objects are added, then devices management will become
a cumbersome task. Similarly, when too many services are
composed, then services management will also be a chal-
lenging task. To resolve this issue, we propose Services and
Virtual Objects Management (SVOM) system as a solution.
,e main objective of our proposed SVOM system is to ef-
fectively organize the service and virtual objects to facilitate the
management task, and it will work across the two layers
(i.e., second and third layers) as shown in Figure 3.

,e proposed system architecture is shown in Figure 4.
,rough device virtualization process, we capture properties

and behavior of physical IoTdevices (sensors and actuators)
in form of virtual objects and stored them in a database.
Information of virtual objects is then utilized by the service
composition process in order to build service objects. ,e
proposed SVOM reads stored VOs and SOs information to
facilitate fault and configuration management. ,e SVOM
system also provides interactive services for device access
and control through virtual objects. Management func-
tionality can be exposed through API to external customized
applications and service composition module.

,e SVOM system internal functionality regarding
services and virtual objects management can be grouped into
two broad perspectives as shown in Figure 5. Brief detail of
each component is given in the following subsections.

3.1. Configuration Management. Under configuration man-
agement, the system provides an interface to explore specifi-
cations of registered virtual objects and services in three different
ways as shown in Figure 6.

Location-based management will enable the users to
display the virtual objects and services inside a selected
region. Users can choose diameter of the circle and then click
over the map to select the center of the region of interest.

All devices and services located within the circular re-
gion will be displayed. Users can interact with any device to
see its current status and use the device in service com-
position. Service/device type-based management is useful
when too many devices are registered in the system, and it
becomes very difficult to find/choose a particular device
needed by the user. ,is option simply provides a facility to
the user to specify his/her desired type of device/service to
visualize a particular type of devices or services. Hybrid is
just a combination of aforementioned two approaches. Users
can search a particular type of device or service within
a selected region by choosing the radius of circular area and
clicking over the map to define its center.

Configuration-Management algorithm pseudocode is
given in Figure 7. It takes a list of registered virtual objects as
an input along with optional parameters, that is, device type,
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Figure 3: Conceptual layering structure of the proposed management system for IoT service and virtual objects.
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location, and range. Every registered device type and lo-
cation is checked if it meets user-desired parameter values,
and then it is added into the outputList which is finally
returned by this algorithm.

3.2. Fault Management. ,is component is focused on lo-
cating the working/not working and idle/busy devices and
services. ,rough CoAP communication, we can easily get
the current status of the registered devices and services. ,e
flow diagram of the fault management is shown in Figure 8.

Operational statusmanagement can be used if the user is
interested in finding the current idle/busy state of registered
devices or services. If a device or service is currently being

used by some application, then the status of that device or
service is set to busy; otherwise, it becomes idle if not used by
any application for a certain amount of time.

Fault statusmanagementwill provide a list of nonfunctional
devices to easily locate such devices for repair or replacement. A
simple keep alive query (CoAP GETcommand) is sent to every
device, and if no response is received within certain amount of
time, then retry attempts are made for specified number of
times. If all retry attempts are failed, then the corresponding
device is labeled as nonfunctional. Any service using a non-
functional device is also marked as notworking.

Fault Management algorithm as given in Figure 9 takes
a list of registered virtual objects as an input and tries to
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connect to each device using its URI to get its current status
information. ,reshold defines a maximum number of at-
tempts for connection establishment. If no response is re-
ceived, then the respective device is considered to be “Not
Working.”,e output list holds fault status information with
each virtual object and can be used by the application to
identify defective devices for repair or replacement.

4. Development of Proposed Management
System Prototype

We have developed a prototype for management of IoT
services and virtual objects in Visual Studio 2015 using C#.
CoAP.NET library [23] is used for accessing IoT resources
attachedwith Intel Edison Board. CoAP.NETimplementation
is based on the Californium (Cf ) framework implemented in
Java. Microsoft SQL Server is used to store profile infor-
mation of registered IoT services and virtual objects. Table 1

summarizes the key functions list of our proposed system
with brief explanation.

In the following subsections, we present the working of
three main modules of our proposed SVOM system, that is,
virtual objects management, service objects management,
and VO-based interactive access to physical devices.

4.1. Virtual Objects Management. Screenshot of the virtual
objects management system interface is given in Figures 10
and 11. ,e interface has two main tabs. ,e first tab is used
to display virtual objects information for registered IoT
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Location based Device type based

User selects
location

If VO is inside
selected location

Generate list or visual
display of VO on map

User selects
device type

Hybrid

If VO device type
is matching
selected type

Figure 6: Configuration management flow diagram.

Figure 7: Pseudocode for configuration management algorithm.
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Figure 8: Fault management flow diagram.
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devices in a tabular format as shown in Figure 10.,e second
tab is used to visually display IoTdevices in the form of icons
over the map at their respective location as shown in Fig-
ure 11. Icons are chosen as per the device type for making it
easy to visually identify the desired type of device in a given
region/area overmap. Before displaying the VOs information,
first we need to connect to the database to read virtual objects
information. Virtual objects’ view can be changed from list to
map by clicking the respective tab. Once VOs information is
loaded, then various types of management tasks can be

performed by the user. Brief description of management tasks
related with VOs is given below.

In the application windows given in Figure 10, the first
group box (top left) holds controls to perform configuration
management-related tasks. Users can display all VOs reg-
istered in the system. When devices are geographically
spread over a large area (multiple cities), users can choose to
display the device only in a particular region. ,is is done by
selecting the radius of the desired area and clicking over map
to specify center of the selected region, then only devices

Figure 9: Pseudocode for fault management algorithm.

Table 1: List of SVOM system APIs.

Category API function Explanations

Common

GetSensorsNum Get total number of registered sensing devices in a system
GetActuatorsNum Get total number of registered actuating devices in a system
GetMapServiceURI Get map service information for visual display of virtual objects

ConfigUI Build user interface for a selected virtual object to provide
interactive access and control

ExecCommand Execute supported operation on selected device using its virtual
object profile

Virtual objects management

GetVOStatus Get current status of virtual objects, for example, idle, busy,
functional, and nonfunctional

AddVObject Add virtual object profile information to the database
UpdateVObject Modify existing virtual object profile information in the database
DelVObject Delete the selected virtual object from the database

VOConfigManagement Perform configuration management on the virtual object to
return the selected type of virtual objects in the given area

VOFaultManagement Perform fault management on registered virtual objects to
identify faulty and operational devices

Service objects management

GetSOStatus Get current status of the service object by checking the status of
its associated virtual objects

AddSObject Add service object profile information to the database
UpdateSObject Modify existing service object profile information in the database
DelSObject Delete the selected service object from the database

SOConfigManagement Perform configuration management on service objects to
return the selected type of service objects in the given area

SOFaultManagement Perform fault management on registered service objects to
identify faulty and operational services

Mobile Information Systems 7



located within selected area will be displayed. During reg-
istration of devices in the VDM, we need to provide exact
location coordinates (latitude and longitude) in order to
facilitate management tasks. Furthermore, if there are too
many devices in a particular area, then users can view only
selected type of devices. ,us, users can view all or just
selected type of VOs using this interface.

In Figure 11, through the fault management panel (top-
right group box), users can choose to view VOs based on their
working status (working, not working, or both). ,e virtual
object status is set not working if no response is received from
the corresponding physical device after specified number of
attempts. A list of not working devices can easily be generated
and handed over to the system maintenance department to
quickly locate and resolve the issue. Common reasons for not

working status of the device include network connectivity
issues and device power depletion. Furthermore, users can
also choose to view VOs having selected operational status
(busy, idle, or both). ,e device status is set to busy if it is
currently being used by a running application. If no query is
received from any application within a specified amount of
time, then the device status is set to idle. A list of idle state
devices can easily be generated to facilitate users while cre-
ating a new service in order to use idle devices to have better
response time. ,is also helps in load balancing while
restricting the shared access to a particular device.

4.2. Service Objects Management. Figures 12 and 13 present
screenshots of the Service Objects Management System

Figure 10: VOMS showing devices within a circular region of radius 10 km (tabular view).

Figure 11: VOMS showing devices within a circular region of radius 10 km (view over map).
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interface. Like VOMS, it also has twomain tabs.,e first tab is
used to display service objects information of composed
service in a tabular format as shown in Figure 12. ,e second
tab is used to visually display registered services in the form of
connected icons by joining the constituent VOs over map at
their respective location as shown in Figure 13. A service is
composed of one or more VOs and icons of those VOs are
connected to express a service over map. Before displaying the
SOs information, first we need to connect to the database to
read service objects information. Service objects view can be
changed from list to map by clicking on the respective tab.
Once SOs information is loaded, then various kinds of
management tasks can be performed by the user. Brief de-
scription ofmanagement tasks related with SOs is given below.

,e first group box (top left) in the application interface
given in Figure 12 holds control to perform configuration
management related tasks. Users can display all SOs

registered in the system. When system devices are geo-
graphically spread over a large area (across multiple cities),
users can choose to display the device only in a particular
region.,is is done by selecting the radius of the desired area
and clicking over themap to specify the center of the selected
region; then only services located within the selected area
will be displayed. During composition of service in SCM, we
need to connect appropriate VOs in order to facilitate
management tasks. Furthermore, if there are too many
services in a particular area, then users can choose to view
service having the selected type of VOs as its input or output.
,us, users can view all or selected type of SOs using this
interface. We can see in Figure 13 that only 2 services are
available within the selected region of radius 3 km. A service
is listed if at least one of its constituent devices is located
within the selected region. Brief description of the two
services is given in Table 2.

Figure 12: SOMS showing services within a circular region of radius 3 km (tabular view).

Figure 13: SOMS showing services within a circular region of radius 3 km (view over map).
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Service ID 1002 is an example of a typical alarm system
for lighting control in a certain environment. It has a light
sensor as its input and a buzzer as its output device. ,is
service simply gets illumination data from the light sensor
and will turn on the buzzer if its value is over 40. Service ID
1003 is an example of a typical temperature control system
for monitoring overheating of a certain environment. It has
a temperature sensor as its input and a serve motor (an
actuator) as its output device. ,is service will get tem-
perature data from the temperature sensor and will turn on
the serve motor if its value is over 50.,e serve motor can be
any actuating device, for example, an air conditioner or a fan
that needs to be turned ON in order to control overheating.

In Figure 12, using the fault management panel (top-
right group box), users can choose to view SOs based on
their working status (working, not working, or both). A SO
status is set not working if one of its constituent VO devices
is not responding. List of not functional services can easily be
generated and handed over to system developers and
maintenance department to quickly locate and resolve the
issue. Common reasons for service failure include network
connectivity issues and device power depletion. Further-
more, users can also choose to view SOs having selected
operational status (busy, idle, or both). A SO status is set to
busy if it is currently being used by a running application. If
no query is received from any application within a specified
amount of time, then corresponding service status is set to
idle. A list of idle state service can easily be generated to
facilitate users while creating a new application in order to
utilize existing service and reduce development time. ,is
also helps in avoiding creation of duplicate services.

4.3. Virtual Object-Based Interactive Access to Physical
Devices. In this section, we show how users can interact with
IoT devices using virtual objects in the proposed manage-
ment system. Users can select any device to perform sup-
ported interactive operations through the configuration
management. As shown in Figure 14, users will select the
desired device. Afterwards, the current operation status of
the device is checked, and if the device is not working, then
appropriate error message is displayed. If the device is
working properly, then the application uses the device
profile information and builds a user interface to allow users
to perform supported interactive operations. User com-
mands are sent to the respective device using device URI.

We have tested temperature, humidity, and wind sensors
along with the fan control using Intel Edison board and
CoAP protocol. For the sake of brevity, we only show in-
teraction with an IP camera used for experimental purposes
as demonstration. In order to create a virtual object for the
IP camera, we build its profile in Virtual Device Manager
application. A typical virtual object profile for the camera
has information as shown in the XML format in Figure 15.

,e virtual object profile for IoT devices is a generic
description which is shared by the individual devices. We
have developed a specialized tool Virtual Device Manager
application for creating the virtual object profile for any IoT
device. End users can use this application to create and
publish virtual object profile information of their respective
devices. Moreover, it is worth mentioning here that the
virtual object profile shall contain all those properties and
operations which are actually supported by the corre-
sponding IoT device. For instance, the virtual object profile
given in Figure 15 consists of six properties which are the six
different operations supported by the respective IP camera.
Depending upon the requirement, users can expose all or
partial functionality of their respective devices. ,us, two
exactly same devices can provide different functionality, but
in that case, the corresponding virtual profile of each device
will be different. Finally, if the device functionality is
changed, then users (owners) can simply update the virtual
object profile for the corresponding device on management
server using the designated application. All services
depending upon or using the old virtual object profile may
also require modifications.

A camera profile holds information about camera
properties including its URI and location information.
Properties sections hold supported operations for the des-
ignated camera.We can get stream from camera for live view
and can save the stream in a video file for later retrieval and
analysis. Furthermore, various control operations are also
included to move the camera in four directions to get
a desired view. For IP camera access and control, we need to
double click on its icon in the SVOM system, and then
a pop-up window is opened for the camera view. After
establishing connection with the camera, a frame queue is
created to hold frames from streaming object. Streaming
object runs in a separate loop to get continuous frames from
camera as per frame rate which are then stored in the frame
queue. If we want to save the stream, then camera thread is
initiated to get the frames from the queue and store it. ,is
sequence of operations is illustrated in Figure 16. Once
streaming is initiated, then users can execute various sup-
ported commands to move the camera through its virtual
object.

In the SVOM system, when a list of registered devices is
displayed, then by hovering mouse over the device icon,
a tool tip is appeared showing the name of virtual object.
Double click on IP camera icon to open a new pop-up
window for interaction as shown in Figure 17. Windows
form controls in the pop-up window is dynamically linked
with corresponding properties of selected VO. We use
Afroge.NET library for getting live camera stream. Cisco
WVC200 Wireless-G PTZ Internet Video IP camera is used
in this experiment, and this camera model is Onvif com-
plaint and supported by Ozeki Camera SDK to perform

Table 2: Details of the selected service.

Service ID Input device Output device Execution condition
1002 Light sensor Buzzer If GetLightVal over 40, then TurnON buzzer
1003 Temperature sensor Serve motor If GetTempC over 50, then TurnON serve motor

10 Mobile Information Systems



interactive operation on the camera. For sake of demon-
stration, only camera movement operations are imple-
mented, and zooming buttons are disabled as this camera

VO profile (given in Figure 15) does not have zooming
operations. Users can record the stream on some online
storage for later retrieval and analysis. Furthermore, we have
developed customized interfaces for known types of regis-
tered IoT devices that share same profile information. For
new and unknown type of IoT devices, the system support
dynamic creation of interactive interface where elements on
the interface is created during run time. For every property
in the registered device virtual profile, we create a button on
the interface with a clickable event. When a button is clicked,
the event will be triggered to execute corresponding oper-
ation on the IoT device. ,is will just provide end users to
test properties included in the virtual profile of registered
IoT devices.

5. Scalability Analysis of Proposed
System via Simulation

We have performed simulation of proposed system in
OMNeT++ for scalability analysis to study the impact of IoT
network size on key performance measures like response
time, throughput, and packet delivery ratio. In addition, we
also tried to analyze resource requirement for proposed
management system along with analysis of control overhead
introduced due to centralized management. OMNeT++

Figure 15: Typical IP camera profile (xml view).
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(Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++) is a well-
designed discrete event simulation environment [24]. To
perform network simulation in OMNeT++, an open-source
framework INET is developed which includes various
protocols for wired, wireless, and mobile networks [25].
,ese simulations are performed in OMNeT++ 5.2 with
INET framework version 3.6.

5.1. Protocol Implementation in OMNeT++. To achieve
proposed management system functionality for scalability
analysis, we have implemented two application layer pro-
tocols in OMNeT++; one for management server and an-
other for IoT devices. Figure 18 shows typical simulation
setup for evaluation of the proposed management system.
IoTdevices are connected to the local gateway node through
wireless link with data rate of 54Mbps and gateway nodes
are connected to management server over a 100Mbps wired
link through intermediate routers. For sake of illustration,
graphical view of nodes’ internal layered architecture is
highlighted (red color rectangle) in Figure 18 for manage-
ment server and an IoT node. At management server, an
instance ofmanagement protocolmgtServerApp[0] is used at the

application layer (highlighted in yellow rectangle). Likewise, an
instance of IoT device protocol ioTDeviceApp[0] is used at
application layer of IoT nodes. At simulation start-up, all IoT
nodes send registration request to management server con-
taining its profile information. Upon registration, management
server creates a virtual object (VO) for each IoTdevice to hold its
profile information which is also used for onwards commu-
nication and control with corresponding IoT devices. Screen-
shot given in Figure 18 is taken when registration process of all
IoTdevices was completed as indicated by the tag on application
layer of management server Registered VOs� 10 (means 10 IoT
devices are registered). Similarly, the tag on application layer of
IoT device is changed to Registered� yes indicating its regis-
tration with server is successfully completed. After registration,
management servers can send various commands to registered
IoT devices using its VO, for example, to get its operational
status, to initiate data transmission, and so on.

5.2. Performance Measures and Simulation Parameters.
We have selected three key performance measures, that is,.
response time, throughput, and packet delivery ratio to
study the impact of IoT network size on these metrics.
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Camera view
window Camera

Build camera URL

New stream

enQueue(frame)

Frame queue

Convert stream to frame

Data store

Create
data store
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[wait for camera frame interval]
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thread
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User cmd
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Figure 16: Sequence diagram for IP camera access and control.
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Response time is computed by measuring the time taken to
receive a response from an IoTnode to a query generated by
management server. ,roughput is the total data received at
server in per unit time from all sources, that is, active IoT
devices. Packet delivery ratio is computed by considering the
ratio between total number of data packets received at server
versus the total number of data packets generated in the
network. Table 3 presents the configuration for various
parameters used in simulation.

5.3. Performance Analysis. We have conducted simulations
in two phases: (a) with single gateway node and (b) with
multiple gateway nodes. Following subsection presents re-
sults for each phase with brief discussion.

5.3.1. Results with Single Gateway Node. First, we performed
a set of experiments by varying the number of IoTdevices in
the network with varying packet sending rates. In this phase,
all IoT devices are connected with management server
through a single gateway node. ,e gateway node is con-
nected with management server via a 100Mbps wired link
through a router as shown in Figure 18. To compute IoT
device response time, management server sends an opera-
tional status query to all IoT devices through a broadcast
message. In response to the status query message, every IoT
device sends its status information (idle or busy) to man-
agement server. First, experiments are performed with 30
IoT devices in the network. ,e average response time was
about 5msec with network size of 30 nodes. Similar ex-
periments were performed with network size of 60, 90, 120,
and 150. Linear growth in average response time was ob-
served with growing network size as shown in Figure 19(a).
,ere were two choices to evaluate the impact of network
size on throughput: (a) increase the number of sources, that

is, active IoTdevice to generate more data in the network and
(b) increase the data rate, that is, packets/sec while keeping
number of sources fixed. ,e latter approach was used here
to evaluate network performance in terms of throughput.
For throughput calculation, we have used fixed network size
of 60 nodes with 6 sources, that is, active IoT devices. For
these simulations, the data rate for each active IoTdevice was
varied from 200 to 1000 packets/sec (with step of 200). With
six sources, a date rate of 200 packets/sec, and a packet size
of 1000 bytes, data generated in the network become
6 × 200 × 1000 × 8/106 � 9.6Mbps. Data throughput com-
puted at management server node was also around 9.6Mbps
as shown in Figure 19(b). It means that with a data rate of
200 packets/sec, packet delivery ratio in the network was
100% which is confirmed from packet delivery ratio graph
given in Figure 19(c). ,roughput results are given in the
box-plot graph format, which also captures the variation in
throughput during simulation time. When packet sending
rate was doubled, that is, 400 packets/sec, we get data
throughput around 15Mbps, not doubled as expected.
Packets delivery ratio graph in Figure 19(c) shows that
only 76.40% packets are delivered with a data rate of
400 packets/sec; therefore, throughput was not doubled.
Further increase in data rate to 600 packets/sec results slight
improvement in throughput results, that is, 16.5Mbps but
no improvement in throughput was observed for date rate of
800 and 1000 packets/sec as shown in Figure 19(b). On the
other hand, the results given in Figure 19(c) show significant
degradation in packet delivery ratio with an increase in data
sending rate. Upon investigation, it was revealed from
simulation trace files that with increase in data sending rate,
most of the packets gets dropped at MAC layer of IoTdevice
nodes. Packets are dropped because nodes are unable to get
access to the shared wireless channel due to contention. ,is
is due to the fact that all IoTdevices are using single gateway

Figure 17: Interactive window for IP camera with live streaming, and corresponding virtual object is shown in red circle.
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node which is overloaded. Simulations results reveal that
with growing network size and data load, the gateway node
becomes the performance bottleneck. Hence, we performed
another set of experiments with multiple gateway nodes to
verify this assertion.

5.3.2. Results with Multiple Gateway Nodes. In the second
phase, the same set of experiments is repeated with multiple
gateway nodes, that is, 2 and 3. Gateway nodes are placed in
the network at suitable locations to have uniform distri-
bution of IoT nodes.

Figure 18: Simulation setup in OMNeT++.

Table 3: Simulation parameters.

Parameter
Value/range

IoT device(s) Management server
Nodes count 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 1
Gateway nodes 1, 2, 3
Application layer IoTDeviceApp MgtServerApp
Packet size 1000 bytes NA
Packet sending rate (per node) 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 packets/sec NA
Transport layer UDP protocol
Routing layer Fixed routing IP protocol
MAC layer IEEE802.11 Ethernet
Bit rate 54Mbps NA
Communication range 100m NA
Area size 1000m× 1000m
Mobility type No mobility
Simulation time 20 sec
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With 30 IoTdevices in the network, the average response
time was almost the same (around 5msec) with 1, 2, and 3
gateway nodes. However, with increase in network size from
60 to 150 nodes, significant difference between response time
was observed as shown in Figure 20(a). With 2 gateway nodes
and 150 nodes in the network, the average response time
recorded was around 20msec which is almost 60% reduction
in average response time as compared to the case of single
gateway node. Average response time was further reduced to
10msec when we used 3 gateway nodes with network size of
150 nodes (almost 77% reduction in average response time as
compared to the case of single gateway node). For throughput
calculation, we have used fixed network size of 60 nodes with
6 sources, that is, active IoT devices. With 2 gateway nodes
and 6 active IoT nodes, the recorded throughput was (9.6,
19.2, 28.8, 37.6, and 38.1Mbps) with packet sending rate (200,
400, 600, 800 and 1000 packets/sec), respectively, as shown
in Figure 20(b). ,is shows linear increase in throughput

until packet sending rate of 800 packets/sec. However, there
is no significant difference between throughput for 800 and
1000 packets/sec. Packet delivery ratio results for two gateway
nodes in Figure 20(d) indicate that 100% packets were de-
livered for packet sending rate 200–600 packets/sec. However,
for 800 and 1000 packets/sec, packets delivery ratio was
97.88% and 79.30%, respectively. In other words, increase in
packet sending rate from 800 to 1000 packets/sec only results
in packet loss in the network, as there was no improvement in
the throughput. Finally, with 3 gateway nodes, linear increase
in throughput results was observed with increase in packet
sending rates as shown in Figure 20(c). Packet delivery ratio
results with three gateway nodes are given in Figure 20(d)
indicating that 100% packets were delivered for packet
sending rate 200–1000 packets/sec. ,us, with given network
conditions and data load, three gateway nodes seem to be
good choice. Significant improvement in results is observed
by using multiple gateway nodes.
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Figure 19: Simulation results with single gateway node. (a) Average response time of IoTdevice with respect to varying number of nodes in
the network. (b) Network throughput with respect to varying packet sending rate. (c) Packet delivery ratio in the network with respect to
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5.3.3. Analysis of Virtual Objects Resources Requirement.
We have conducted another set of experiments through sim-
ulations to analyze resources requirement (memory) at man-
agement server with growing network size. As stated earlier,
virtual object for any IoT device is created using a specialized
tool Virtual Device Manager application. Figure 15 shows
typical representation of virtual object profile (IP camera in this
example) in XML format. It is worth mentioning here that
structure of virtual object profile will remain the same; however,
memory requirement may vary depending upon the recorded
properties of registered IoTdevices. In the simulation setup, we
consider seven different types of IoT devices, that is, camera,
serve motor, temperature sensor, green led, axis sensor, light
sensor, and buzzer where memory requirement for virtual
object profile of each type device is 170, 154, 122, 122, 122, 106,
and 122 bytes, respectively. Multiple simulation runs were
tested with growing number of IoT devices from 200 to 1000
(step size of 200). In each simulation run, IoT devices of
aforementioned types were created using uniform distribution.

Memory requirement for holding virtual objects profile in-
formationwas recorded atmanagement server after completion
of registration of all IoT devices. Figure 21 shows the total
memory required for holding virtual objects profile information
at management server with growing number of IoT devices.

Memory requirement at management server exhibits linear
growth with growing number of IoTdevices in the network as
depicted in Figure 21. Computation requirement may vary
depending upon the type of operation that we want to perform.
Computation complexity of the current supported operations
in existing system is between O(n) and O(n2). However,
complex operations will require more computation and will
certainly demand intelligent and distributed solutions as
conventional approaches will not be scalable when performed
at large scale with millions of registered IoT devices.

5.3.4. Analysis of Control Overhead. To analyze overhead
traffic due to centralizedmanagement server, we have conducted
several set of experiments. Experiments are performed with
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Figure 20: Simulation results with multiple gateway nodes. (a) Average response time of IoTdevice with respect to varying number of nodes
in the network. (b) Network throughput with two gateway nodes. (c) Network throughput with three gateway nodes. (d) Packet delivery
ratio in the network with respect to varying packet sending rate.
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varying network size and data sending rates. Proposed man-
agement system generate various control packets in the network
which includes initial registration packets, periodic status en-
quiry messages for registered IoT devices, and command
message to initiate and terminate various active flows in the
network. To quantify network overhead of proposed system,
normalized control overhead (NCO) metric is used which is
computed as below:

normalized control overhead(%) �
control packets
data packets

× 100.

(1)

Normalized control overhead (NCO) is the ratio be-
tween total control packets and total number of data packets
generated in the network. As given in (1), this metric
measures the control overhead in terms of control packets
required for generating 100 data packets. Control packets
generated in network mainly depends upon the network size
and number of active flows, while NCO depends on two
factors, that is, control packets and data packets. In other
words, if the network size is growing without increase in
active flows and data sending rate, then NCO will increase.
,e same behavior is exhibited in the experimental results
presented in Figure 22(a). As the number of active source
nodes and data sending rate were kept fixed, data generated
in the all network sizes were the same. However, increase in
network size causes increase in network control packets.
,erefore, we can observe that NCO increases linearly with
growing network size. In these experiments, the highest
value of NCO was recorded as 16 (approximately) as shown
in Figure 22(a) which means that with a network of size 180
IoT devices, the proposed management system generates
around 16 control packets for every 100 data packets. In real
world scenarios, increase in data rate is also expected with
growing network size which will then compensate for in-
creasing control overhead. To further validate this assertion,

we have conducted another set of experiments with growing
data sending rate, but this time network size was kept fixed,
that is, 60 IoTdevices. With the increase in data sending rate,
more data packets are injected into the network with same
number of control packets which is results in decrease in
NCO as shown in Figure 22(b).

Furthermore, we have also performed experiments to
analyze the impact of overhead injected by proposed
management system on network performance measures,
that is, end-to-end delay and throughput. For this purpose,
we conducted simulations with and without management
system while keeping all other parameters the same. We
consider a network of 60 nodes divided into two areas,
namely, area-1 and area-2. Nodes in each area are wirelessly
connected to a local gateway node, and the gateway nodes
are connected via routers using wired network. Management
server is also connected to an intermediate router. Five
nodes in area-1 are selected to send data to five other nodes
in area-2. Nodes are randomly selected and activated for
specific period of time (e.g., 5 sec). Another set of nodes are
selected when activation time is over. In the first round of
experiments, communication is initiated by management
server, and all data are routed through the proposed
management system. While in the second round, same
experiments are repeated by establishing a direct (fixed)
communication route between randomly selected source
and destination nodes, thus by-passing the management
system. With increasing data rate, gradual increase in end-
to-end delay can be observed for both cases as shown in
Figure 23(a) which is due increase in contention between
active source nodes while access shared wireless channel.
Comparatively more increase in end-to-end delay statistics
can be observed for management system as shown in Fig-
ure 23(a). ,is is due to the fact that the data packets have to
traverse a longer route including protocol stack at man-
agement server which induces slight increase in end-to-end
delay. However, throughput results for both cases remain
almost the same as shown in Figure 23(b). ,e difference
between throughput results only become slightly visible
when data sending rate was set to 120 packets/sec per source,
that is, 120 × 5 � 600 packets/sec are generated in the net-
work, and the size of each packets is 1000 bytes. In highly
congested network conditions, the probabilities of packets
collision get increased for experiment with management
system as the scenarios has relatively more packets com-
peting for channel access thus resulting in slight degrading
in overall network throughput.

Finally, these simulation results reveal that the impact of
communication overhead due to centralized management
system is insignificant on network performance measures.
However, in extreme network conditions, we may have to
sacrifice fewer bits which is in fact worth nothing when
compared to the flexibility and control offered by proposed
management system over registered IoT devices.

6. Conclusions

,is paper presents a management architecture for ef-
fective organization of services and virtual objects in
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hyperconnected IoT environment to facilitate management
tasks, for example, locating devices in particular region,
identifying faulty devices and services. For better visualization,
services and devices are displayed over the map at their
corresponding locations. ,e system also allows live in-
teraction with device through their corresponding virtual
objects to perform supported operations. We have performed
the analysis of the proposed system performance with growing
network size by implementing two application layer protocols
in OMNeT++ simulator. Simulation results indicate that
gateway nodes will become the performance bottleneck when
the network size grows beyond certain extent. One way to
improve the performance of hyper connected networks is by
utilizing multiple gateway nodes as demonstrated through
simulations results in this paper. Other solution includes
improvement in wireless connectivity protocols for IoT de-
vices. We have also performed resources requirement analysis

for virtual objects along with control overhead of the proposed
management system. Simulation results reveal that control
overhead is insignificant in normal scenarios; however, in
extreme network conditions, we may have to sacrifice fewer
bits, which is in fact worth nothing when compared to the
flexibility and control offered by the proposed management
system over registered IoT devices. Furthermore, the current
setup only supports those IoTdevices with CoAP protocol.We
are also working on the development of an interworking proxy
to enable communication with IoTdevices that do not support
CoAP protocol. In future, we are also looking forward to
integrate this system with an IoT-based application devel-
opment tool and incorporate security module.,is will enable
common users to rapidly build their customized IoT-based
applications by quick selection of desired devices and services.
Furthermore, we will try to integrate IoTivity framework in
our current system for sake of interoperability.
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